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Abstract
In modeling color vision, certain visible wavelengths have
special significance. A growing body of scientific work
shows that the wavelengths around 450nm, 540nm and
605nm, the so called prime-color (PC) wavelengths, are
fundamental to color vision. Perhaps unsurprisingly, these
same wavelengths are often discussed in the color imaging literature. Monitors that can display a large gamut of
colors and are visually efficient have phosphor-primary
peaks at the PC wavelengths. Color cameras that have
peak sensitivities at the PC wavelengths have favorable
color-balancing properties. Why are the PC wavelengths
so important? This paper provides a start toward a mathematical theory to answer this question.

1. Introduction
Suppose we acquire an arbitrary scene with a digital camera and display the captured image on a monitor. Ideally,
ignoring issues of preference and rendering intent, the
displayed image should be a visual match to the original scene. The goodness of the match depends on three
things: the spectral characteristics of the camera, the spectral characteristics of the monitor, and the processing applied to the image. In this paper we consider the nature
of optimal device characteristics and optimal processing.
In discussing optimal processing, we will repeatedly
encounter the prime-color (PC) wavelengths, and so define them here. The three PC wavelengths are those at
which unit-power monochromatic lights induce the largest
tristimulus gamut (volume of the parallelepiped spanned
by the tristimulus vectors of these lights). An older definition (in Part I of[1]), which was shown by Brill[2] to
be equivalent to the above, is based on a color-matching
experiment using these wavelengths for monochromatic
primaries. Color-matching functions derived from any
three monochromatic primary lights are such that, for
each of the primary wavelengths, one color-matching func-

tions is 1 and the other two are 0. Choosing the monochromatic primaries at the PC wavelengths additionally ensures that for each of the derived color-matching functions, at the primary wavelength for which its value is
1, it is also maximum (and maximum in absolute value).
The older definition was based on an argument of visual
efficiency: no more than one watt of a PC primary is
needed to match one watt of any other wavelength. We
prefer the new definition because the existence of primecolor wavelengths is clearer by the new definition.
Now it is important to understand what we mean by
”optimum.” In defining optimum three characteristics were
considered: gamut size, efficiency, and balance.
Gamut Size
The optimal monitor should have a large color gamut;
otherwise colorful scenes will be poorly reproduced. Two
important issues relating to gamut are the range of saturations that can be displayed and the volume of the displayable color space (defined in terms of the colors we
see). To maximize saturation we consider only the ideal
of monochromatic monitor primaries, each triplet of which
induces a volume in tristimulus space. Over all possible triplets of wavelengths we find that primaries anchored at approximately 450nm, 540nm and 605nm induce the largest gamut size. This agrees with the result
one of us obtained earlier when computed in cone response space[3]. The wavelengths 450nm, 540nm and
605nm, the PC wavelengths have been shown to play an
important role in many aspects of vision (including some
of the aspects we discuss below). In this paper we give
an mathematical explanation of why the PC wavelengths
are so important.
Efficiency
Of course, large gamut size cannot be our only concern; energy efficiency must also be considered. If, for
example, a monitor primary mixture of 10k Watts is required to match a physical (scene) stimulus of k Watts,
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then the monitor is visually inefficient. Visual inefficiency, by definition, implies a large power consumption
(undesirable). More seriously, because the power output
is bounded, it limits the display signal. The efficiency of
this signal as compared to the noise (due to display artifacts and viewing conditions) limits the dynamic range of
scenes that can be reproduced. This poses the question,
‘which monochromatic set of primaries is the most visually efficient’. Again, the PC wavelength set was found
to be optimal in this regard. That is, optimizing gamut
size also optimizes visual efficiency and the scene dynamic range that can be displayed.
We now consider the spectral sensitivities of the camera that will drive our display. In the absence of noise,
it is sufficient that the camera sensitivities are a linear
transform from the color response, defined by the color
matching functions, of our own visual system[4]; in this
case the RGBs measured by the camera are linearly related to the required mixture coefficients. Unfortunately,
the signal measured by the camera is confounded by the
noise[5] and the linear matrixing operations increase this
noise. Thus, it is advantageous to build a camera that sees
exactly the required mixture coefficients without any matrixing. Classical colorimetry tells us that in this case the
camera should have sensitivities that are matching functions for the monitor primaries.
Balance
A further complication is the role that the illumination spectral power distribution plays in our visual perception. It is well known that human observers have
some degree of color constancy; that is, we see colors
as more or less stable over a wide variety of illuminants.
It is imperative then that this color constancy should be
mimicked in the color reproduction process. The simplest, and most commonly used, method to discount the
illumination is to divide the camera RGBs by the RGB
for the illuminant (the RGB for putative white surface).
Relative to this operation, it is clear that white will always be mapped to (1; 1; 1) and so is always illuminant
independent. It is less clear that dividing by white discounts illuminant color for other surface colors. Indeed,
it is well known that white-balancing will work for unrestricted surface colors if and only if the camera has
monochromatic sensitivities[6]. Failing this, the sensitivities should be as monochromatic as possible[7], but still
be a linear combination of the color matching functions
to avoid metamerism. We show that over all linear combinations of the color matching functions the set whose
primaries are at the PC wavelengths behave most like a

monochromatic sensor set. Relative to this particular set,
dividing by white accurately discounts illuminant color
bias for nearly all surface colors.
The reader may feel a little uncomfortable with the
discussion about monochromatic primaries and sensors,
but we believe our arguments tie in with practical color
imaging. As an example, the dominant wavelengths for
most monitor primary sets are at, or near, the PC wavelengths. The trade-off between good color balancing properties (in tri-band camera sensors) and low metamerism
(found in color matching functions) results in a transformation of the matching functions that are as narrow as
possible; these functions peak at the PC wavelengths.
The work that precedes this article focussed on providing experimental evidence for the importance of the
PC wavelengths; a review of this work is given in section 2. The next three sections (sections 3-5) are a detailed analysis of the three main points: gamut size, visual efficiency, and color balance. In section 6, we place
our work in the context of the large literature on PC wavelengths that is especially relevant to color imaging. The
relationship between our idealized monochromatic primaries and those used in practice is made clear.

2. Visual system sensitivities and PC
wavelengths
The importance of the PC wavelengths has been long reported in the color vision literature. W. D. Wright, in
speaking of the three characteristic intersections of the
spectral power distributions of lights (and speaking before the term prime color wavelengths was coined) that
match to a normal human observer[8], states ”...each crossing point tends to be located near to the three maxima of
the sensitivity curves.” Following Wright’s lead, one of
us made a 20-year study[9, 10] of the intersections of
matching lights, concluding that the modal wavelengths
of intersection lie near the PC wavelengths, and that these
mark the spectral colors to which the normal human visual system responds most strongly (i.e., the peaks of
the visual system sensitivities). It should be noted however, that these modal wavelengths depend on the particular color matching functions used. As an example,
the modal wavelengths for the CIE 2 degree standard observer functions were found to be 447nm, 541nm and
604nm, and for the 10 degree standard observer, 446nm,
538nm and 600nm; modern data for six human observers
show 450nm, 533nm, and 611nm. In this paper, we refer
to the CIE 2 degree observer PC wavelengths.
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In 1975[11](Part I) Thornton discovered that transformation of primaries of either the 1931 or 1964 CIE
Standard Observer to real primaries that coincide in wavelength with the peaks of the resulting color-matching functions results in the same three wavelengths; such coincidence signifies that the resulting three spectral lights require minimum power content in visual matches in which
they occur, i.e., they invoke maximum visual-system response per watt. White lamplight composed of the prime
colors was shown to afford high visual efficiency and
good color-rendering[1], as well as a gamut of coloration
exceeding that of daylight of the same color[12]. The
chromaticity of an element in any visual scene is established with minimum power input to the eye when light
from the element is composed of a mixture of spectral
colors near the PC wavelengths[13]. Systems of color
television, color photography, and colorants (inks, paints
and dyes) were proposed[14], the latter for reasons of
improved color-constancy[15, 16, 17] as well as large
gamut of color. Three articles discuss the relation between PC wavelengths and peak system sensitivities[18,
19, 20]. Part I of [11] shows that the prime colors are resident in both the 1931 and 1964 CIE Standard Observer
data. The remaining Parts II - VI of [11] make clear,
however, that the CIE color-matching functions are not to
be relied upon as weighting functions in color imaging,
unless (1) metamerism is very weak indeed, or (2) all of
the viewed lights involved are composed predominantly
of PC wavelength components; in those cases, tristimulus errors by one or other of the CIE Standard Observers
will be relatively small, but not zero. Finally, peak sensitivities of the normal human visual system are shown[21]
to be slightly but importantly different from those of either CIE Standard Observer, and are to be found near the
following wavelengths: 450 +/- 1nm, 533 +/- 1nm, and
611 +/- 3nm.
In the context of the current article one might wonder
whether any of the various proposed ”cone functions”
lead properly to the sought three sensitivity functions
of the normal human visual system, to be used in color
imaging. In 1974 Stiles and Wyszecki made a Herculean
effort[22] to show the opposite: that three acceptable
absorption curves of visual pigments could be inferred
from the CIE color-matching data. Stiles had shown in
1953 that the longwave spectral sensitivity of Pitt, as
well as that of Stiles himself, ”could not correspond to
absorption by a single visual pigment of the rhodopsin
type...” The 1974 work agrees, and concludes that the
CIE color-matching data demand ”...a peak wavelength
for the ’red’ sensitive pigment at 617nm which other ev-

idence shows to be much too far in the red” and ”...a
completely unacceptable transmission curve representing light losses in the eye prior to visual absorption.”[22]
One of us suggested[18] in 1978 that this indicated ’red’
peak position near 617nm (unacceptable as a rhodopsin
absorption), as well as the acceptable peaks near 432nm
and 535nm, represent ”peak system responses.” It follows that the valid peak visual-system responses, needed
in color imaging, cannot be expected to be derivable from
”cone functions” of the type that have been proposed.

3. Gamut size
Let C () denote a spectral power distribution (SPD) of
light that enters the visual system. Assuming the visual
system is trichromatic with sensitivities proportional to
the CIE XYZ standard observer matching functions. The
visual system responds linearly as follows:

x
y
z

=
=
=

R
R! X ()C ()d
R! Y ()C ()d
! Z ()C ()d

(1)

where X (), Y () and Z () are the color matching functions for the standard observer and ! represents the visible spectrum (roughly 400 to 700nm).
By sampling each spectral function every 5nm it is
possible to rewrite equation (1) in the notation of vector
algebra. Let C denote the 61-vector (61 samples across
the visible spectrum) corresponding to C (). Similarly
X , Y and Z denote vector approximation of the three
standard observer functions. For ease of notation we
group these three vectors into the three columns of the
61  3 matrix R. The vector  = [x y x]t is equal to:



=

Rt C

(2)

A typical monitor has three primaries and mixtures
of the primaries are set to match scene colors. Let the
column of the 61  3 matrix P contain the three spectral
power distributions for a three primary monitor. The relationship between color mixture, defined by the 3-vector
, and color response is equal to:



=

Rt P

(3)

To address gamut size, we must look at (3) in more
detail. We begin by pointing out that because the power
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of light is non negative, the entries in C , P and must be
positive. The standard observer sensitivity functions R
are also all positive. We will assume that all color signal
spectra, including the monitor phosphors, have bounded
power. That is,

Z
!

C ()d  k

without loss of generality we set
in discrete terms:
61
X

i=1

Ci 

spec

Z

tral

locu
s

450nm

(4)

k = 1.

Rewriting (4),

1

(5)

X

Y
540nm

Again without loss of generality, we assume that the
columns of P sum to one (the power of the primary mixtures is bounded). For now, we will assume that the coefficient terms in are positive and sum to one. Thus, all
mixtures have at most unit power and so our monitor has
bounded power output.
A measure of the range of colors we can see is the
volume gamut subtended in tristimulus space. For an additive system such as a CRT, this volume is proportional
to that of the tetrahedron subtended by the color primaries (at maximum output power). Figure 1 shows the
tetrahedron formed when the three vectors corresponding
to the three primaries intersect the spectral locus. Let the
function v (M) return the volume spanned by the convex combinations of the columns of a matrix M. Since
is the positive convex vector of mixture coefficients of
Rt P , the volume of the monitor gamut is equal to:
monitor-gamut-volume

=

v(Rt P )

(6)

To find the largest monitor gamut we need to maximize the expression in equation 6.
We must also ensure that our optimal monitor can
display a reasonable range of saturated colors. The most
saturated colors that we can see are monochromatic, so
we restrict our attention to monochromatic primaries (later,
we will consider whether this was really a good thing to
do).
If M is a 3  m matrix then the Mi;j;k is the 3  3
matrix comprising the ith, j th and k th columns of M.
The 61  3 matrix P i;j;k denotes a monochromatic primary matrix such that all entries of P are 0, save the ith,
j th and kth rows; [P i;j;k ]ti;j;k = I (the 3  3 identity
matrix). Clearly,

605nm

Figure 1: In any tristimulus space the three vectors that intersect the spectral locus at the prime-color wavelengths give
maximal gamut volume.

Rt P i;j;k

=

Rti;j;k

(7)

The maximum gamut monitor is found by maximizing:

v(Rti;j;k ) = (1=6)  jdeterminant(Rti;j;k )j
over i; j; k = 1; 2;    ; 61

(8)

We found that i = 11, j = 29 and k = 42 (corresponding to wavelengths 450nm, 540nm and 605nm)
maximized (8). It follows that the optimal monitor should
have primaries anchored at these wavelengths.
So far we have carried out our analysis in tristimulus
space to develop our argument, but the argument carries
over easily to any tristimulus space, (such as cone response space[3]), including some opponent-color spaces.
This generalization can be made because of the following
mathematical fact:
It is a classical result in linear algebra[23] that the
volumes of two regions that are a linear transform apart
are related by the volume of the linear transform:

v(T M)

=

v(T )  v(M)

(9)

It follows from this fact that the optimization of Equation 6 applies to any basis transformation of tristimulus
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space, because the transformation incurs only a constant
multiplier on the tristimulus volume subtended by Rt P .

1.0

4. Visual efficiency

0.8

From equation (3) the mixture
response vector  is equal to:

Rt P ], 
1

[

required to match a

=

F

RP R

(10)

(11)

The matching curves for the PC wavelength monitor
are shown in Figure 2. By visual inspection, it is clear
that the largest absolute value of the matching curves is
1 and so the maximum mixture coefficient, needed to
match any monochromatic wavelength of light, is also
1.
In the context of this paper we assume that scene
stimuli have bounded power. What then is the maximum
power, per primary channel, required to match a nonmonochromatic stimuli? The ith mixture coefficient is
the average value of the i matching function weighted by
the color signal spectrum C :
i =

61
X

j =1

Cj Fji

.4

0.2
0.0
-0.2
400

The color matching functions for primaries P are the
mixture coefficients required to match each monochromatic stimulus across the visible spectrum. The matching functions F t are a linear transform of the standard
observer functions:
t = [ t ],1 t

Watts

0.6

We say that a monitor is visually efficient if a stimulus of
k Watts can be matched by primary mixture stimuli of no
more than k Watts, where is close to one. Moreover,
each individual mixture coefficient is constrained to be
less than or equal to 1 (since we are assuming output
power is bounded).

(12)

To make i large, C should have maximum power.
Without loss of generality let the magnitude of C equal
1. In this case we can interpret C as being a probability
distribution and i is the expected value (or weighted average) of the ith color matching function. By definition
the weighted average of a distribution of numbers must
fall between the maximum and minimum of the distribution. It follows then that the mixture coefficients are

450

500
550
600
650
Wavelength (nanometres)

700

Figure 2: Color matching functions derived from primaries
placed at wavelengths 450nm, 540nm and 605nm (assuming
visual system sensitivities are linearly related to CIE 1931 2o
matching curves)

bounded by the absolute maximum of the matching functions. That is, one watt or less of each primary suffices
to match all color signal spectra of one watt or less.
Based on this suggestion of efficiency of the PC wavelengths, it is plausible to conjecture that the most wattefficient metamer of any tristimulus vector in the PC wavelength gamut is a linear combination of the PC wavelengths. Strictly speaking, this conjecture is false. Counterexamples can be constructed as follows (see figure 3).
For each wavelength , find the wattages for the following color-match: a positive combination of two PC wavelengths (prime-color side of match), and 1 watt of wavelength  plus a positive wattage of the third PC wavelength (non-prime-color side of the match). Each chromaticity so composed is on a leg of the prime-color triangle in chromaticity space. The wattages can be read directly from the color-matching functions in Figure 2. The
primary whose wattage is negative is the ”third prime
color” and is part of the non-prime side of the match. The
other two primaries are on the prime side of the match.
Now define ”relative nonprime efficiency” as the power
on the prime side of the match, divided by power on
the nonprime side. Values of  for which this efficiency
is greater than 1 are counterexamples to the conjecture.
Figure 4 shows a plot of this efficiency as a function of
. It can be seen that the value 1.175 at 570nm is the
maximum value of the nonprime efficiency (a clear counterexample), but that for most wavelengths this efficiency
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Figure 3: Two metamers with chromaticity A, one composed
of energy at the green and blue prime-color wavelengths (connected by a dashed line) and the other composed of energy at
the red prime-color wavelength and a non-prime wavelength
(connected by a solid line). The dashed line denotes the prime
side of match, and the solid line denoted the non-prime side.

is less than 1. The tendency here for the prime-color side
of the match to require fewer watts than the nonprime
side confirms the authors’ experience that exceptions to
this rule tend to be neither very strong nor very numerous. The PC wavelengths tend to be close to maximal in
watt-efficiency.
Hence the PC wavelength monitor is visually efficient, not only per primary but in toto. This is an important observation. In maximizing monitor gamut size
we restricted ourselves to monochromatic primaries and
primary mixtures of 1 watt or less. It is straightforward
to show that if the maximum wattage required to match a
color signal stimulus is always less than one watt then the
gamut volume is maximized by a monitor with monochromatic primaries. That is, we do not need to appeal to saturation in order to justify our choice of monochromatic
primaries.
Are these rather nice properties a matter of chance
or is there some reason why the monitor that maximizes
gamut size should also be visually efficient? In fact,
chance is not at work here, but rather maximum gamut
size implies visual efficiency.
To see that this is so, let us begin with an arbitrary
color sensitivity functions Q0 (perhaps based on an alternate (non CIE) standard observer). Let the wavelengths

Figure 4: Relative non-prime efficiency: total power of prime
mixture divided by power of matching stimulus lying on the
gamut boundary (formed by mixing a monochromatic light with
one of the PC wavelengths).

a; b; c induce the largest gamut. Let Q denote the color
matching functions associated with monochromatic primaries anchored at wavelengths a; b; c. It follows that
Qta;b;c = I . Let us now suppose that Q is not visually
efficient: there exists an entry in the dth row of Q (d is
a wavelength other than a; b or c) that is bigger than 1
(breaking our bounded power constraint).
It follows that the matrix Qta;b;d has the form:

2
4

1

0

0

1

0

0

3

x
x 5 ( > 1)
1+

(13)

where x denotes a dummy variable and we have placed a
value greater than 1 in the third matching function. It is
easy to show that the determinants of Qta;b;c and Qta;b;d
are equal to 1 and (1 + ) respectively. It follows then
that v (Qta;b;d ) > v (Qta;b;c ). This cannot be the case
since a; b; c are those primary wavelengths that maximize
gamut size. We have a contradiction and so maximum
gamut size does imply visual efficiency.
As noted in the introduction, the above result was
originally derived by looking at color matching and visual efficiency without considering gamut size[11]. Once
the connection is seen between the volume-gamut and
visual-efficiency definitions of PC wavelengths, the interchanging of definitions can be useful. Maximizing
over all three unit-power monochromatic lights the volume subtended in tristimulus space, is an effective means
for finding the PC wavelengths. This result is significant
in connecting several appearances of the PC wavelengths
in color science and technology. Moreover, in the con-
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text of this paper, this result is now seen to link with the
question of gamut size.

5. Color balance and camera sensitivities
The color matching functions F for the PC wavelength
primaries are functions of wavelength and interact with
color signal spectra in forming a mixture coefficient vector in the same way that the standard observer functions
interact with the color signal spectra in forming a tristimulus ( = F t C and  = Rt C ). It follows then that
the matching functions can be regarded as a set of visual
sensitivities.
Thinking of matching functions in this way helps instruct how to build a camera to drive the PC wavelength
monitor. By definition, the color matching functions see
the required mixture coefficients. That is, Rt PF t C =
Rt C . If instead a camera had standard observer sensitivities then the 3  3 linear transform [Rt P ],1 needs to
be applied to the camera response to recover the mixture
coefficients (see equation 13). Avoiding the need for a
matrixing step is important since image noise increases
under linear transformation.
In designing a color camera it is important to consider the role played by illumination. Under different illuminants a color camera records signals that have color
shifts as compared to the perceived color of the scene
being rendered. Thus the image must be color balanced
prior to display. This balance operation is one of the fundamental properties of color appearance (referred to as
chromatic adaptation). The simplest, and most widely
used method, for discounting the illuminant is to map
the camera RGB measurements by scale factors inversely
proportional to the response for a perfect white diffuser.
This operation renders white equal to (1; 1; 1) under all
illuminants. But does dividing by white also remove illuminant bias for other surfaces?
Let us examine this problem in more detail. First, we
express the color signal C () as a product of illumination, E () and reflectance R(): C () = E ()R().
Now let us assume that X () =  ( , X ); that is the
long wave sensor in (1) is a delta function anchored at
wavelength X (a delta function is non zero only at the
anchor wavelength). Similarly the medium and shortwave standard observer responses are the delta functions
( , Y ) and ( , Z ). Rewriting equation (1):

x
y
z

=
=
=

R
R! ( , X )E ()R()d = E (X )R(X )
R! ( , Y )E ()R()d = E (Y )R(Y )
!  (

, Z )E ()R()d = E (Z )R(Z )

(14)

Notice with respect to delta functions the integrals vanish. Sensor response is equal to the color signal at the
anchor wavelength.
The response of a perfect white diffusing surface:
(R() = 1) is (E (X ), E (Y ); E (Z )) and so it follows that dividing by white cancels illumination for all
reflectances:
E (X )R(X )
= R(X )
E (X )
E (Y )R(Y )
= R(Y )
E (Y )
E (Z )R(Z )
= R(Z )
E (Z )

(15)

It has been shown that, for unrestricted reflectance,
white-balancing exactly discounts illumination if and only
if delta functions are used[6]. Indeed, delta functions are
the only type of sensor for which a linear model of illumination change is justified[24]. Camera sensitivities
made up of delta functions would, of course, have unacceptable levels of metamerism. So, for the purposes of
discounting illumination we wish to transform the matching functions to behave more like delta functions.
Let us develop an error measure of the closeness of
the matching functions, or linear transforms thereof, to
delta functions. If A and B are matrices of device sensitivities, then the best linear transform T that minimizes
jBT ,Aj, in a least-square sense, is defined by the Moore
Penrose inverse: T = [B t B ],1 B t A. Let P i;j;k denote a 61  3 matrix of device sensitivities where the
first, second and third columns contain delta functions
anchored at wavelengths i, j and k . It is easy to show
that [P i;j;k ]t P i;j;k = I . P i;j;k mapped to the standard
observer sensitivities R in a least-squares sense is equal
to:

P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t R  R
(16)
If jP i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t Rj is close to jRj then it follows
that the set of delta functions P i;j;k samples light sim-

ilarly to the standard observer (and vice versa). Note that
we are not comparing (differencing) the sensor sets but
rather determining the closeness of the sensor sets by examining the closeness of their respective magnitudes. At
first glance such an approach appears bizarre. However,
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it is justified because the two sensor sets are related by
a least-squares fit. As the fit gets better the magnitudes
must converge.
To calculate j:j we begin by calculating the covariance ellipsoid associated with P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t R
cov(M)

=

Mt M
61

That is the optimal camera functions, from a color balancing perspective, are color matching functions for PC
wavelengths primaries; these are shown in Figure 2.
Of course the functions in figure 2 are still far from
being narrow band and so we might wonder whether they
really behave like narrow band sensors. Simulations[25]
have shown that this is in fact the case.

(17)

6. This work in context

and

P

P

R

cov( i;j;k [ i;j;k ]t ) =

Rt P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t R
61

(18)

If R samples light like a particular delta function set
then the magnitude of its covariance matrix should approximate the magnitude of the covariance matrix of the
standard observer functions themselves. That is,

jRt P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t Rj  jRt Rj

(19)

Using the volume function v () (defined at Equation
6) as our measure of magnitude j:j, we seek to maximize:

v(Rt P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t R)
v(Rt R)

(20)

Inserting identity (7) and using (9) this simplifies to

v(Rti;j;k )2
v(Rt R)

(21)

For all triplets of narrow-band functions, v (Rt R) is
constant. It follows then that (21) is maximized when (8)
is maximized. That is the volumetric argument that delivers the monitor primaries that maximizes gamut size
also delivers the narrow band sensors that behave proportionally most like the human visual system. An attractive feature of this argument is that the selection of
narrow band sensors is not contingent on the particular
basis (linear transform) of the matching functions used.
However, as a final step we must actually tie down
the particular basis that behaves like delta function. The
argument, set forth in (14) and (15) is basis specific.
From (16), P i;j;k [P i;j;k ]t R  R. It follows then that
[

P i;j;k ]t  [Rt P i;j;k ], Rt
1

(22)

The PC wavelengths have been reappearing for some time
in a wide range of literature relating to colorimetry.
The chromaticities of the phosphors and of the white
point prescribed by standards bodies (for television technology, computer imaging, digital photography, and other
fields) show salience of the PC wavelengths. This salience
is to be seen by examining the dominant wavelength of
each phosphor–i.e., the wavelength obtained by extrapolating the line from the white point through the primary until it is incident on the spectrum locus. This
construction is easily done using the data and figure in
Poynton’s book[26]. The following phosphor sets are included there: NTSC primaries (developed in 1953 now
obsolete); the current ITU-R BT.709 standard; and the
SMPTE 240M and EBU standards.
It is remarkable that, in every case, the dominant wavelengths of the phosphor primaries are very close to the
PC wavelengths, except for a discrepancy between the
NTSC and the other standards (especially in the green).
In addition to gamut size and visual efficiency discussed
in previous sections the above salience has theoretical
significance related to chromatic adaptation: scaling the
signals from the primaries is equivalent to a Von Kries
transformation of the tristimulus values using color-matching functions that would have been associated with the
primaries by a color-matching experiment. Hence the
white-point corrections are calculated in a tristimulus basis for which this kind of adaptation ensures the greatest
color constancy. In fact, Hubel and Finlayson[27] have
given psychophysical evidence that chromatic adaptation
using the Sharp transformations gives better correlation
to chromatic adaptation in the visual system than either
the cone sensitivities or CIE tristimulus functions (as used
in color appearance models). They also showed that matching functions derived using the Sharp transformations
were almost identical to matching functions derived from
a standard set of primaries[28].
Other literature also reveals salience of the PC wave-
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lengths. MacAdam[29] noted that the moment per watt
of a monochromatic light (defined as the power of the
complement needed to neutralize one watt of the light)
is greatest when the wavelength of the monochromatic
light is at 448 or 605nm; Thornton[1] continued the complementary lights into the purple (two monochromatic
lights) and found a maximum moment-per-watt at the
green PC wavelength (540nm). Wright[8] noted that natural metameric reflectance spectra tend to cross each other
near three particular wavelengths, which Thornton[9, 10]
later recognized as the PC wavelengths. By using laser
lines near the PC wavelengths Hubel[30] recorded a color
reflection hologram which replayed a color three dimensional scene by diffraction of incident white-light into
PC wavelength components. A theoretical study extending Thornton’s work and applying it to holography also
gave wavelengths near the PC wavelengths as optimum
for both gamut area and color error[31]. Upon examining
the first four principal components of daylight, Brill[32]
found that the linear combination of these components
that is orthogonal to all the color-matching functions has
its zero-crossings near the PC wavelengths. Neugebauer[33]
found a similar salience of the PC wavelengths when
he examined the least-square residual of a narrow-band
camera sensitivity function compared with the best linear
combination of the CIE 1931 color-matching functions.
When plotted as a function of the dominant wavelength
of the camera-sensitivity function, the residual shows three
distinct minima near the PC wavelengths.
The PC wavelengths have also found other technological applications besides color imaging. For example,
Thornton’s design of fluorescent lamps with concentrations of light at the PC wavelengths has led to substantial commercial success because of the superior colorrendering properties as well as their visual efficiency. For
example, metamerism is minimized by confining light
to these wavelengths, because naturally metameric reflectances tend to cross at these wavelengths. Finally,
a design of glasses with transmission mainly near these
wavelengths (Thornton, [34]) allows restriction of the total radiation into the eye without compromising vision.

7. Conclusion
All this evidence points to the importance of the primecolor wavelengths for color imaging and our understanding of the visual system. In this paper we have used the
maximum-volume proof to bring a formal definition to
prime-color wavelengths and shown that these also imply

visual efficiency and an optimal space for color balancing operations. Using such a framework, we can begin
to understand how these and many other seemingly disparate concepts are interrelated by the prime-color wavelengths. There is clear benefit to choosing the primaries
of color imaging systems at the prime-color chromaticities.
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